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Azelio's unique energy storage now also for solar PV and wind 

power  
 

In June 2018, Azelio unveiled its energy storage technology, which enables the provision of 
electricity from renewables around the clock. That technology is based on a thermal energy 
storage system developed by Azelio, which features a Stirling engine for dispatchable 
electricity production. The solution is adapted to solar regions and used particularly in areas 
where the electricity grid is either unstable or entirely lacking. With a new important 
development Azelio has broadened the range of uses of its unique technology, so that 
electricity from a wider range of renewable sources can be received and stored as thermal 
energy. Given the importance of storage to the broader development of renewables, Azelio 
believes that this development for receiving electricity to its thermal energy storage with 
dispatchable power around the clock, is of significance.  
 

The broader use of Azelio’s core technology has been enabled by the company’s continued 
investment in research and development. The new solution, which enables electrical heating 
of the energy storage, uses the same technology previously used to move heat from the 
storage to the Stirling engine. The competence required in this domain was already available 
within the company, so the company was able to carry out this work without additional 
resource allocation.  
 

Azelio already offers a solution for storage of solar energy to secure a sustainable distributed 
baseload in areas with high solar irradiation. That solution can serve as a low-cost 
replacement for the diesel-generated electricity used in microgrid systems. The opportunity 
to use electricity generated by other renewable sources, such as solar PV and wind to heat 
the energy storage, now means that Azelio can complement established technologies with 
energy storage systems, allowing low-cost renewables-generated electricity to be produced 
on demand around the clock. Azelio thus offers a unique solution to the enormous challenge 
facing renewables, namely the transition from fossil fuel technologies, where the electricity 
production of renewables sources is at present characterised by weather-dependant 
intermittency of production, as well as excessive load placed on the electricity grid, which 
was not designed for this new paradigm.   
 

“Now that we can charge our storage with directly sourced electricity, we can reach more 
geographically varied markets, including Sweden and other parts of northern Europe. We can 
boost the competitiveness of sustainable alternatives and in this way facilitate the increased 
use of sustainable electricity. The cost of renewable technology is continuously falling, but 
the lack of competitive energy storage has worsened the imbalance between production and 
demand. We now have a solution. The cheaper solar and wind power become, the more 
competitive Azelio’s solution will be, providing a clear benefit to us and all of our customers,” 
says Jonas Eklind, CEO Azelio.  
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For further information, please contact 
Jonas Eklind – CEO 
E-mail: jonas.eklind@azelio.com  
Tel: 070-940 35 80  
 
About Azelio 
Azelio is a publicly owned Swedish company that specialises in Stirling-engine-based power solutions involving the 
storage of thermal power for the production of sustainable electricity on demand. The technology involved is 
revolutionary owing to its adaptability, allowing it to operate in systems that include other renewable solutions, and 
also on account of is unique capacity to store power at a low cost. The company has just over 100 employees. Its 
head office is in Gothenburg, its production facility is in Uddevalla, and its development centres are in Gothenburg 
and Åmål. It also has international offices in China, Spain and Morocco. Since early 2008, the company has invested 
more than SEK 1 billion in the technical development of the Stirling engine and power storage. In June 2018, the 
company’s name was changed from Cleanergy to Azelio, and in December 2018, it was listed on Nasdaq Stockholm 
First North. FNCA Sweden AB, +46(0)8-528 00 399, info@fnca.se, is our Certified Adviser.  
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